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74AA22334455
PARENTAL CONSENT
The city of Perm Perm Region Russian Federation
The twenty-fourth of August two thousand thirteenth year
I hereby, Petrov Mikhail Ivanovich, date of birth: October 12, 1970, Russian citizen, sex: male,
place of birth: the city of Perm, passport of Russian citizen 0304 №111111, department code
123-456, issued by Perm city Interior Management Perm Region on September 15, 2004,
residential address: 37/146 Lenina street, Perm, Perm Region, Russia
acting as the legal representative, on the grounds of art. 28/1 GK RF and art. 20 "on travel's
order in and outside the Russian Federation", give my parental consent to travel for my
minor son - Petrov Nikita Mikhaylovich,
date of birth: May 20, 2001, Russian citizen, sex : male, place of birth: the city of Perm, Perm
Region, Russia, birth certificate under series 1-АA №111111, issued by Perm city Municipal
Registry Office,
Perm Region of June 4, 2000
from Russian Federation to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
by all means of transport from October 15, 2013 to January 15, 2014,
accompanied by mother: Petrova Marina Sergeevna, date of birth: 01 June 1975, Russian
citizen, sex - female, place of birth: the city of Moscow, Moscow Region, passport of Russian
citizen series 12 34 №111111, department code 123-345, issued by Moscow City Interior
management, Moscow Region 14.07.1999, residential address: 10/40 Gorkogo street,
Moscow, Moscow Region, Russia.
Travel purpose - tourism
Adoption and extension of stay of Petrov Nikita Mikhailovich in this country are not permitted.
The content of the articles 20-22 "on travel's order in and outside the Russian Federation",
articles 56, 68 of the RF Civil Code was interpreted to me by the Notary Public.
This consent is signed into two copies, one of which stored in the notary affairs of Perm
notaries district of the Perm Region A.A.Smirnova / the city of Perm, Kirova Street, 77 and the
other is issued to Petrov Mikhail Ivanovich.
The text of this consent was recorded from my own words and I have read it before
signing personally in the presence of a notary.
SIGNATURE: Signature Petrov Mikhail Ivanovich
The city of Perm, Perm Region, Russian Federation The twenty-fourth of August two
thousand thirteenth year
The present Consent is certified by me Smirnova Anna Anatolievna, the notary public of the
Perm notaries district
This consent is signed by Petrov Mikhail Ivanovich in my presence His personality is
identified, capacity is tested.
Registered at the register under number _-____
Recovered at the rate of - 1000 rub 00 kopeeks, with the legal and technical work of the
articles 15, 23 of the "Basic legislation on notaries"
Notary public

signature

A.A.Smirnova

Official stamp: Notary public A.A.Smirnova, Perm, Perm Region, Notary district Permy

